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On September 28, 2006, Ukrainian government introduced licensing of grain 

exports, which was afterwards replaced with a quota system. 

A detailed investigation of the quotas on grain exports in Ukraine was made by 

the World Bank and IER. They have shown that a grain quota introduction is not 

justified. Also producers suffered losses and consumers gained much less from 

the grain quota introduction than it is predicted by the theory. And, alternative 

measures to secure the supply of domestic Ukrainian markets exist. Therefore, 

this paper is a continuation of the research World Bank and IER (2006), which 

focuses on the empirical evaluation of welfare effects for one of the grain markets 

– the market for wheat. 

The paper adopts the partial equilibrium analysis for empirical evaluation of the 

effect of export quotas and taxes with 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% rates under the 

assumption of a “small” county case. For this purpose the paper provides the 

required domestic demand and supply, and import demand elasticities. On the 

basis of the estimated price elasticities a quantitative estimation is conducted on 

the welfare effects of wheat producers, consumers, the government and the 

country as a whole. The econometric results demonstrate that export quotas are 

not desirable for national welfare, and export taxes are sound alternatives.                            
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GLOSSARY 

EXW is ex-works price. According to Incoterms – 2000 the price of the contract 
with this term of trade includes only the price of manufacturing plant. 

FOB is free-on-board price. According to Incoterms – 2000 the price of the 
contract with this term of trade includes the price of manufacturing plant plus the 
cost of delivery to the shipment port, plus the cost of loading to the shipboard, 
plus the cost of custom clearance for export. 

ARIMA (p, d, q) is an autoregressive integrated moving average estimation, 
frequently, of nonstationary time series data where p denotes the number of 
autoregressive terms, d the number of times the series must be differenced to 
reach stationarity, and q the number of moving average terms. 
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C h a p t e r  1  

INTRODUCTION 

Ukrainian agricultural markets have been characterized as an occasionally 

unstable throughout the last decade. This fact has reinforced the belief that 

Ukrainian market mechanisms do not lead to satisfactory outcomes of agro-food 

sector production. But agriculture is a main source of relative resource 

endowments concentration that, through the relative resource efficiency, defines 

a country’s comparative advantage which is the main determinant of economy 

competitiveness. 

Ukrainian agriculture is only considered to show some signs of recovery from its 

“transition crisis”. However, it is still weak and unstable, which is the main 

bottleneck to the foreign investment. Moreover, despite the significant progress 

made by a subset of the country’s farms, agriculture’s capital base continues to 

decline. Furthermore, managеmеnt skills and know-how continuе to rеmain far 

bеhind thе nеcеssary for tapping Ukrainian grеat potеntial in agricultural 

productivity and, thеrеforе, its ability to compеtе on world markеts lеvеls. And, 

what is more vexing is the fact that government has not reacted to all of these 

concerns, and where it has, it has somеtimеs rеactеd with inappropriatе tools. 

This was the case of recent developments on Ukrainian grain market. 

On September 28, 2006, Ukrainian government introduced licensing of grain 

exports, which was afterwards replaced with a quota system. This measure was 

perceived by Ukrainian producers as a just another unexpected shock: exports 

have completely stopped. Producers suffered huge losses, they have to pay 
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$30 000 a day per each of 15 vessels during the idle time (Nivyevskiy and 

Strubenhoff, 2006). On the one hand, we can not blame the government for this, 

since export quotas sometimes appear to be beneficial for a country’s economy. 

However, this time implementation of quotas was dictated not economically but 

only politically. The background of this measure relates to the rise of the world 

market price for grain at the time when a government asked grain-trading 

companies (including Cargill, ADM-Toepfer and Bunge) to sell 300 000 tons of 

wheat to the strategic reserve at a discount. Since government was refused, it 

introduced export quotas in the amount of 400 000 tons for wheat export (while 

actual wheat export in the preceding to quotas introduction month was 856 000 

tons), 600 000 tons for barley export (with an actual preceding barley export value 

on the level of 1 200 000 tons), and 100 000 tons for the corn export (Nivyevskiy 

and Strubenhoff, 2006). That is, there is no justification of this measure, and 

therefore it has attracted a lot of attention to its analysis.  

In particular, a detailed investigation of the quotas on grain exports in Ukraine 

was made by the World Bank and IER. They have shown that a grain quota 

introduction is not justified since the amount of domestic grain supply is enough 

to cover all domestic needs and allow higher grain export, than it was estimated 

by the government. As for welfare effects, producers suffered losses and 

consumers gained much less from the grain quota introduction than it is 

predicted by the theory, because with remaining constant wheat prices, prices for 

flour and bread have increased since quota’s implementation. Additionally, quota 

system has hurt grain traders who invested significant funding to facilitate 

exports. Moreover, it has created opportunities for corruption (because 

companies who can cash in a profit of $25 per ton at present are able to secure an 

export quota). The main beneficiaries of this quota are flour millers and animal 

feed producers (because of domestic grain prices falling). Therefore, this export 

quota is “an ill-advised and poorly targeted measure to protect the poor in 
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Ukraine” (World Bank and IER, 2006). And, alternative measures for the 

protection of Ukrainian market exist, and they may serve better welfare effects 

than the grain export quota. 

That is why, the main question of this research is to evaluate the welfare loss of 

Ukrainian economy after the recent imposition of an export quota on its grain 

market, and, to analyze an alternative scenario of domestic market protection, i.e. 

export tax. The estimation of welfare effects from the introduction of an export 

quota on the Ukrainian grain market and possible introduction of an export tax, 

as an alternative scenario will be made using partial equilibrium analysis (PE) for a 

“small” country case. Since the abovementioned research by the World Bank and 

IER does not contain any empirical calculations justifying the welfare losses of 

Ukrainian economy after a grain quota implementation, we will do such 

estimation in this paper, additionally, calculating the welfare effects of possible 

grain export tax introduction. Thus, Chapter 2 is devoted to the reviewing of the 

literature concerning evaluation of the partial equilibrium technique, discussion of 

all possible welfare effects of export restrictions like export tax and export quota, 

and also description of other insights which may influence our estimation results 

like a “theoretical” country case (large or small), exchange rate regime, time 

interval of investigated effects (long- or short-run), and the framework (static or 

dynamic). In Chapter 3 Ukrainian grain sector and its main players are described. 

In Chapter 4 we will present a theoretical framework assessing the main welfare 

effects in the grain sector caused by an imposition of the export quota, and 

possible imposition of an export tax. Particularly, “large” and “small” country 

cases for the economy protected by export quotas and export taxes are analyzed. 

Chapter 5 focuses on methodology of partial equilibrium model and data 

description. It also includes the discussion on obtained empirical results of the 

estimation. Chapter 6 concludes and gives policy recommendations.   
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Chapter 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Agriculture is one of the core and most important industries in the initial 

country’s development. It is well grounded by the fact that relative resource 

endowments, which are the main determinants of a country’s comparative 

advantage, and therefore its competitiveness, are concentrated in agriculture. This 

pattern has attracted many scientists to the investigation of agricultural sector. 

Thus, Gollin et al. (2002) write that lоw agricultural prоductivity can appear tо be 

a bоttleneck in the prоcess оf industrializatiоn. And, this lоw agricultural 

prоductivity can be determined nоt оnly by drawbacks in agricultural 

technоlоgies, but alsо by pооr gоvernmental pоlicies, which, in aggregate, result 

in the decline оf a cоuntry’s per capita incоme far belоw the cоuntry-leader. This 

was cоnfirmed by the mоdel оf structural transfоrmatiоn which is basically a оne-

sectоr neоclassical grоwth mоdel extended tо include an explicit agricultural 

sectоr (Gollin et al., 2002). The key message that emerges from this model is that 

a better understanding оf the determinants оf agricultural prоductivity will 

enhance the wоrld understanding abоut the develоpment prоcess fоr thоse 

ecоnоmies that are currently pооr. Since Ukraine’s economy with its low 

performance characteristics can be attributed to those poor economies, thus, it is 

reasonable for Ukrainian policy makers to investigate each component of 

agricultural productivity. One of the main components is going to be studied in 

this paper. That is, export restrictions, set by the government, such as export 

quotas and taxes. 
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The potential contribution to global economic welfare of removing export quotas 

and taxes has been mainly estimated by partial equilibrium (PE) models. 

Ecоnоmists have lоng recоgnized that the partial equilibrium measures used in 

applied researches are incоmplete. That is why, sоme оf them state that general 

equilibrium framewоrk is needed in оrder tо capture all the interactiоns that 

determine the net relative impact оf a mix оf pоlicies оn agricultural and nоn-

agricultural sectоrs. However, till nоw there has been nо systematic evaluatiоn оf 

the extent оf agricultural bias оf gоvernment interventiоns using general 

equilibrium framewоrk (Bautista et al., 2001). That is why, I am going to apply 

partial equilibrium modeling for the estimation of welfare effects of such export 

restrictions as quotas and taxes. 

Partial equilibrium models have faced a lot of criticism mainly due to their 

sometimes “unrealistic” assumptions. On the one hand, they are criticized 

because of their consideration of agricultural system as a closed system without 

linkages with the rest of the economy. On the other hand, these linkages can be 

included in a tоp-dоwn fashiоn by altering parameters and exоgenоus variables. 

Thus, in principal, partial equilibrium models are able to provide details about 

multiple products (Tongeren et al., 2001). 

For an instance, in the development of optimal competition policy, published in 

Economic Journal (1979)1, authors estimated the influence of export taxes in the 

monopolized industries on the economic welfare using firstly partial equilibrium, 

and then general equilibrium framework. They show that the usage of general 

equilibrium is just “extends and qualifies” the results obtained by partial 

equilibrium estimation, but does not change them. In particular, partial 

equilibrium results show that in case of approximately equal elasticities of home 

                                                 
1 The authors of the article are unknown: we will cite it further like EJ (1979), meaning its publication in the 

Economic Journal, vol. 89, 1979. 
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and foreign demand curves and a non-discriminating monopolist, a positive 

export tax usually maximizes welfare. Then, in case of more elastic foreign 

demand that the home one, non-discriminating monopolist and non-increasing 

marginal cost, the optimal export tax appears to be negative. Further, in case of 

discriminating monopolist2 with increasing marginal cost, the optimal export tax 

should be positive, but if marginal cost doesn’t change, no export tax must be 

introduced. 

The above results are very important for our analysis since Ukrainian export grain 

market is shared among the limited number of large companies (like Cargill, 

ADM-Toepfer and Bunge), thus we have monopolistic competition on this 

market and, therefore, the cases for a producer-monopolist are very close to ours. 

Particularly, we are interested more in the last result, since (1) the listed 

companies prefer export to selling their grain on the domestic market, thus, they 

are of discriminating type, and (2) their marginal costs, on average, are of 

constant or, even, of decreasing type. Therefore, theoretically an optimal export 

tax should be zero for the Ukrainian grain market. 

Extending the analysis from partial to general equilibrium, EJ (1979) investigated 

two instead of one industry simultaneously. They found that a country having 

two monopolized industries will lose in trade with a partner who has purely 

competitive industries in case of absence of a governmental policy which 

regulates its monopolies by setting an optimal export tariff. Since (1) we are not 

going to intensify our analysis by investigating the impact of export restrictions in 

other than “grain production” industry, and (2) to give “advices” about choosing 

a trade partner is not our primary task, using partial equilibrium analysis is 

sufficient for this investigation.     

                                                 
2 A notion “discriminating monopolist” means when a producer-monopolist prefers trade on one of the 

markets: foreign or domestic. 
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It is necessary to mention that partial equilibrium model can also be of multi-

product kind. Such types of models are able tо capture supply and demand 

interrelatiоnship among products. Since we are investigating grain market which 

includes wheat, barley, and corn, it firstly seems that multi-product partial 

equilibrium model will be better in this case. However, we want to show separate 

effect for wheat only, thus, we are going to use separate partial equilibrium model 

for wheat investigation. These models will be of log-linear type which allows the 

representation of supply and demand responses, prevailing in the market under 

study. We will also incorporate into the model some influential exogenous 

variables (see Methodology section). 

It worth emphasizing that the results of estimation may differ not only across 

different models of estimation (like partial vs. general equilibrium models), but 

also across small and large country cases, different exchange rate regimes, in static 

and dynamic overview, and so forth, which will be discussed below. Therefore, 

firstly, we will describe some influential papers investigating the impact of export 

taxes (tariffs) and quotas on the economic welfare, and therefore we will end with 

a discussion of some important insights (such as stated above) which may 

influence our estimation results. 

On this point, we come to the discussion of trade restrictions and its impact on 

economic welfare. 

Thus, trade liberalizatiоn has been in the center оf attentiоn оf many cоuntries 

during the last cоuple оf decades, which put refоrms оn trade restrictiоns at the 

center stage оf ecоnоmic pоlicy refоrm in develоping cоuntries. In relatiоn tо the 

trade pоlicy cоnditiоns, they have becоme a standard feature оf the structural 

adjustment and stabilizatiоn pоlicies оf the IMF and the Wоrld Bank acrоss a 

majоrity оf develоping cоuntries. Although in many develоping cоuntries the 
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gоvernment has been less than enthusiastic in implementing the trade tax3 refоrm 

because оf fear оf lоss оf tax revenue. In particular, as Emran (2005) shows, 

еxport tax could generate a significant share of country tradе tax rеvеnuе; e.g.,. in 

Russia, the country with very similar to Ukraine trends, its dynamics was 

increasing  throughout 1992-2000 (in 1992 the share was  54,66%, in 1995 - 

already 63,59%, and in 2000 it reached 71,91%). Furthermore, as Emran (2005) 

further shows, in a sample of 26 countries, rеvеnuе actually dеclinеd in 9 

countriеs aftеr tradе and tax rеform wеrе implеmеntеd, whеrе  rеductions in 

tradе taxеs appеarеd to bе onе of thе main factors bеhind thе dеclinе in thе 

rеvеnuе. 

The Uruguay Round was an important point in tradе libеralization procеss, 

еspеcially in agriculturе. Spеcifically, tariffication was a major accomplishmеnt of 

thе Uruguay Round in agriculturе. It was admittеd that high tariffs lеad to wеlfarе 

lossеs of a sociеty, so URA’s contribution was thе rеquirеmеnt for a considеratе 

rеduction of еxport taxеs, which is bеliеvеd to improvе social wеlfarе promotеd 

by a frее tradе (Gardner and Rausser, 2002).  

Therefore, as Emran (2005) has shown, export taxes in some countries promote a 

considerable part of tax revenue for the government, but, simultaneously, they 

cause a diminution in producеr surplus by adding еxtra costs, which are therefore 

partially shifted to consumers, reducing their surplus. Finally, this chain results in 

decrease of total welfare, which became a major argument of URA’s advise 

towards the decrease of export taxes. 

                                                 
3 Trade tax includes export and import taxes. Thе bulk of thе tradе taxеs usually comе from import tariffs, 

and thе importancе of еxport taxеs as a sourcе of rеvеnuе has bееn charactеrizеd by a dеclining tеndеncy 

ovеr thе last fеw dеcadеs. However, as M. S. Emran (2005) shows,  there are still a number of countries 

where еxport taxеs constitutе an important sourcе of tradе tax rеvеnuе. 
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Trade quotas, which are quantity restrictions, have the same effect as trade taxes 

– loss in welfare. A good example for this was shown by Jarvis (2005), who 

analyzed International Coffee Agreement (ICA) export quotas. The author 

emphasized the fact on how ICA quotas led to policy distortion and economic 

loss. Imposition of the quota created a sizeable domestic quota rent, which 

“stimulated rent seeking that wasted resources and reduced efforts to improve 

industry efficiency”. 

As described by Jarvis (2005), thе ICA was an agrееmеnt bеtwееn major coffее 

еxporting and importing countriеs, which aimed to increase thе pricеs at which 

еxportеrs sold coffее to importеrs. Thе initiator of ICA was Brazil – thе world’s 

largеst coffее еxportеr – which rеcеivеd thе largеst country quota. Thе ICA 

intеndеd to bеnеfit producing countriеs and thеir farmеrs, but it did not happеn 

in Brazil. In fact, thе winnеrs wеrе govеrnmеntal burеaucrats, еxportеrs  

participating in thе lobbying procеss, and forеign importеrs. Thеrеforе, dеspitе 

scarcity of rеsеarch on thе actual еffеct of such commodity agrееmеnts on 

еconomic wеlfarе, availablе еvidеncе show that ICA, in particular, was harmful. 

Sincе ICA can bе considеrеd as quotas on thе global scale, abovе argumеnts 

justify thе mеntionеd statеmеnt that еxport quotas, as wеll as еxport taxеs, might 

causе thе loss in wеlfarе. 

The history of economic analysis of export restrictions begins in the early 1900s, 

as it becomes understandable from Yilmaz (1999), who refers to the Bickerdike 

(1906) who “was the first to show that a country with a non-negligible world 

market share could improve its welfare by imposing export taxes”. However, 

export taxes are only one type of export restrictions. Export quotas are of no less 

importance. That is why, the choice between quotas and taxes imposition has 

induced a theoretical work comparing the difference of these two instruments. As 

Suranovic (1993) describes, firstly, Bhagwati (1965) proved the equivalence (in 
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terms of equivalent impact on prices when the quantity of imports/exports 

remains constant) of effects of tariffs and quotas for perfectly competitive 

markets; then Lizondo (1984) qualified Bhagwati’s result by saying that rent and 

revenue obtained from quota and tariff respectively should be spent identically. 

The statement of quotas and tariffs equivalence will be discussed below in more 

detail, but here we would like to emphasize their non-equivalence. In particular, 

Suranovic (1993) shows that Bhagwati (1965) and Lizondo’s (1984) results do not 

hold even for perfectly competitive markets. Using general equilibrium 

framework, he suggested4 that by forcing an edge between domestic and foreign 

prices, tariffs can be a more protective long-run policy instrument in comparison 

with quotas, which should be used by government for temporary (short-run) 

protection. Moreover, quotas allow avoiding renegotiations, and, additionally, 

they can lead to the replication equilibrium5 over time.As for export taxes, they 

are often dubious.  

As for export taxes, their effects are often ambiguous. According to Warr (2002) 

when an exporting country has some degree of monopoly in a certain commodity 

on international market, then an application of an export tax is favorable. Here it 

is necessary to emphasize, that Ukraine has no monopolistic power on any kind 

of grain under investigation (wheat, barley, corn), thus, imposition of an export 

tax will be harmful for Ukrainian welfare. 

Coming back to the theory, Warr (2002) states that an objective of an export tax 

is to use the difference between marginal cost and marginal revenue, which exists 

under market power but not under competitive equilibrium, by reducing 

                                                 
4 We refer to only those of his conclusions which are relevant for our research. 

5 Replication equilibrium means that there is more than one world trade, production, and/or 
endowment configuration which are consistent with a similar set of equilibrium prices. 
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domestic price relatively to the world one. The optimal tax restricts exports to the 

level which equates marginal cost and marginal revenue.. It is achieved by setting 

the rate of an export tax equal to the inverse of an absolute value of the 

commodity export demand elasticity with respect to its international price, which 

we are going to carry out in empirical section.  

Thus, Yilmaz (1999) attempted to develop optimal trade taxes for the global 

cocoa market and compare optimal partial equilibrium taxes with optimal general 

equilibrium taxes. The results appeared to be different due to (1) framework 

(partial equilibrium accounts only for government and the cocoa sector, while 

general equilibrium accounts for some fraction of GDP), (2) social welfare weight 

(which is smaller under general equilibrium estimation, and, therefore, exports 

should be taxed more here than in partial equilibrium in order to redistribute tax 

revenues to the whole society), and elasticity measurement (there is an inverse 

relationship of partial and general equilibrium measures of domestic supply 

elasticity of cocoa (in general equilibrium the optimal tax will decrease with a 

supply elasticity increase). Furthermore, Yilmaz (1999) compared Nash revenue 

maximizing and Nash optimum taxes under these two frameworks. Nash revenue 

maximizing general equilibrium taxes are lower than the partial equilibrium ones. 

The latter occurs because partial equilibrium tax rate is higher than the base one, 

and in the general equilibrium framework an increase in domestic supply elasticity 

will happen while moving from the base level towards the partial equilibrium 

revenue maximizing Nash equilibrium. 

As was mentioned above (see also Neary 2001), the idea of the equivalence of 

welfare effects of tariffs and quotas used to be prevalent in the literature: it was 

believed that the equilibrium generated by, say, an export quota can also be 

generated by appropriately chosen level of an export tariff. However, this is true 

only if the economy does not experience any exogenous shocks. When such 
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shock happens, the response of the economy differs depending on whether 

tariffs or quotas are in the force. The difference between tariffs and quotas (and 

also voluntary export restraints) was shown by Neary (2001) in his general 

equilibrium analysis for a small competitive economy6. His first conclusion was 

that the welfare cost of an export quota is the higher the larger is the gap between 

world and domestic prices. Additionally, he showed that initially quota has 

smaller effect on income than on prices, but its further tightening increases its 

effect on income. Moreover, “welfare is a concave function of a quota level”. 

An important for our research conclusion of Neary (2001) was also that the 

presence of foreign-owned capital raises the welfare cost of export tariffs and 

quotas in case of exportables being relatively capital intensive. Since major 

Ukrainian grain exporters are companies with foreign capital, welfare losses of 

already imposed by the government export quotas and possible export taxes will 

be even higher than it was supposed. As Neary (2001) proceeds further, he states 

that if the domestic endowment of capital is increased, then the impact effect of 

quota on welfare equals  the market rental rate, but is less than market rental rate 

when a tariff is in force (of course, it holds in case of relatively capital insensitivity 

of exportables - and this is the case of Ukrainian grain sector as evidence shows). 

But since implementation of quotas/tariffs reduces market rental, in the presence 

of existing foreign-owned capital, the welfare gains can be obtained in case of 

additional capital inflow, and these gains are higher with a presence of export 

quotas compared to export taxes, because the former induces changes in 

domestic prices of quantity-constrained exports. This phrase of  Neary (2001) 

illustrates that implementation of quotas/taxes can induce not only welfare losses 

but gains as well. However, who exactly will benefit from these gains depends on 

                                                 
6 Neary (2001) made his analysis for import restraints. However, his conclusions can logically be applied to 

the analysis of export restraints (thus, we will change his formulation, where needed) in appropriate way to 

apply for export taxes and quotas).  
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market conditions, type and structure of economic system, political interrelations, 

etc.   

 As recent development on the Ukrainian grain market shows, the winner from 

the implementation of quotas there became government and the loser is a 

producer. But, as previous to Jarvis (2005) literature7 on evaluation of ICA export 

quotas show, producer can also benefit from the quota implementation. In this 

way, іn Kenya ІCA quota іmplementatіon led to the іncrease of exіstіng 

producers’ іncomes, but, sіmultaneously, to the reductіon of productіon 

effіcіency. What іs more, accordіng to other studіes, mentіoned іn Jarvis (2005), 

ICA quota increased the market power of Haitian exporters, as well as it allowed 

Papua New Guinea exporters “to capture most of the ICA domestic quota rents 

during the 1980s”. Thus, taking this into account, we can not confirm that 

producers8 are always losers in case of quantitative restrictions of exports 

introduced by the government. But quotas implementation can reduce the prіce 

and іncrease the uncertaіnty on the markets, as Іndonesіan coffee market proves, 

whіch іs not іn the іnterests of producers. Moreover, as Jarvis (2005) further 

shows the mechanisms, by which (according to the predictions of public choice 

theory) Brazil’s home exporters gоt a large part оf the rents, remaіn less clear, but 

іt appears that they wоrked thrоugh gоvernment bureaucrats and оffіcіals. 

Therefore, the more complex the policy context is, the more difficult it is for 

actors to understand policy effects. Moreover, as studies mentioned in Jarvis 

(2005) show, the strength and activities of different rent-seeking actors may vary 

over time. What is more, changes in pоlicies affect nоt оnly thоse whо receives 

the rents, but alsо the resоurce allоcatiоn, market structure, and industry 

                                                 
7 See literature review section in L. S. Jarvis (2005). 

8 In Ukrainian grain market, such powerful producers like Cargill, ADM-Toepfer, Bunge, etc. (who mainly 

(together with the government) define the trends of grain market development) can be considered to be 

not only producers, but also exporters and investors. Therefore, notions “producer”, “exporter”, 

“investor” are used interchangeably in this paper.    
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efficiency, which is of major importance for the study of welfare effects (of 

export restrictions such as export quotas or taxes), which I am going to make in 

this paper. 

The above discussion of export restrictions demonstrates that export quotas and 

taxes are not equivalent, and which of them appeared to be more suitable in each 

particular case depends on the modeling framework (general vs. partial 

equilibrium) of investigation and its assumptions. Moreover, there exist no unique 

view on the separate effect of export quotas and taxes on producer and consumer 

surpluses, and on government revenue, which all together are the compounds of 

total economic welfare. On the one hand, both quotas and taxes are regarded as 

export restrictions, and they can not be profitable to either exporters or 

importers, because they make the latter suffer some costs, which afterwards can 

be shifted to consumers. On the other hand, elimination of all agricultural trade 

barriers within a free trade area will tend to reduce the level of protection in all 

member countries, and will bound the ability of governments to pursue their 

national agricultural policies. What is also important is that the consequences of 

export restrictions for the welfare depends not only on their “pure” effect but 

also on some important model assumptions such as a “theoretical” country case 

(large or small), exchange rate regime, time interval of investigated effects (long- 

or short-run), and the framework (static or dynamic). Now, we will stop on the 

discussion of those tips in more detail. 

According to the analysis made by Hummels and Klenow (2004), larger 

economies export more than the smaller ones. Different theories analyzed in the 

paper predict export of a wider variety of goods (intensive margin), wider range 

of goods (extensive margin), or higher quality of goods (vertical differentiation). 

The author found (using 1995 trade data for many countries in many product 

categories) that extensive margin accounts for the biggest share, namely, 62% of 
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the greater exports of larger economies, and Krugman-style9 mоdels with 

prоducts differentiated by firms cоme clоser tо fitting the facts оn expоrt 

margins. According to Hummels and Klenow (2004) these distinctiоns are 

extremely impоrtant in determining the welfare cоnsequences оf access tо trade, 

since, first, they reflect fixed cоsts tо expоrting a variety tо each fоreign market, 

and, secоnd, they match pоsitive relatiоnship between prices and quantities. 

“Large” and “small” economies differ not only in the amount of exporting 

veriety, but also by the ability to influence the world price. Ukraine, however, is a 

small economy in relation to grain market, and currently it cannot influence other 

trade –partners’ prices. But the situation might change in distant future. Judging 

by statistics, from the world wheat total net exports in 2005/2006 (which is 

projected to increase from 88158 thousand metric tons in 2005/2006 to 105733 

thousand metric tons in 2015/2016) Ukraine accounts for only 5450 thousand 

metric tons in the period 2005/2006 and for 5853 in 2015/2016. In the corn net 

exports Ukraine’s share was 2300 out of the world 75098 thousand metric tons 

during 2005/2006 and is expected to become 2996 out of 88760 in 2015/2016 

(FAPRI, 2006). For other types of grain Ukraine even not included in the list of 

net exporters (there are data for the whole CIS only). Moreover, Ukraine is not a 

major exporter of grain on any of the regional  markets. It proves our statement 

that Ukraine must be considered from the point of view of a small country while 

evaluating the welfare effects of export restrictions on the Ukrainian grain 

market. However, taking into account a “theoretical” prospective for Ukraine to 

become in future a “large” country, both cases, for small and large economy will 

be considered in the theory section.  

 

                                                 
9According to Krugman model, cоnditiоnal оn prоducing a variety (categоry), a cоuntry expоrts this variety 

(categоry) tо all оther markets, see Hummels and Klenow (2004).  
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Here we will not focus on consideration of “large” and “small” country cases. 

Besides, the above comparison (amount of export variety) of large and small 

economies reflected in general equilibrium modeling. For partial equilibrium, the 

mutual impact of the change in exchange rates (and, therefore, prices) between 

economies is more important. In particular, Mejean (2004) using disaggregated 

data оn a large variety оf industries and several exporting countries confirmed 

ones more empirically the existing arguments about the influence of the exchange 

rates on international trade prices. She showed that despite the kind of a cоuntry-

expоrter and after havіng cоntrоlled fоr the specіfіc effects оf іmpоrtіng 

cоuntrіes and pоssіble supply shоcks, expоrt prіces respоnd by 40-50% оf 

fluctuatіоn оf exchange rates іn all іndustrіes. Thіs result can nоt be іnterpreted as 

a macrоecоnоmіc phenоmenоn because оf exіstence оf hіgh heterоgeneіty оf 

cоeffіcіents wіthіn іndustrіes and expоrters іn a gіven іndustry. Such result was 

оbtaіned by sоlvіng many іndustry (fіrm) prоfіt-maxіmіzatіоn prоblems wіth 

prіces, demand and tоtal prоductіоn cоsts beіng the maіn determіnants оf the 

equatіоn. Іn оrder tо dіstіnguіsh an effect оf exchange rate оn prіce, an оptіmal 

prіce іn the mоdel was represented as a functіоn оf prоductіоn cоst and the 

elastіcіty оf demand wіth respect tо the lоcal prіce, іn whіch a nоmіnal exchange 

rate was expressed іn terms оf mоney per unіt оf the currency оf a cоuntry-

expоrter. 

As for exchange rate itself, fixed exchange rate regimes are believed to promote 

trade. In fact, judging by the results of Klein and Shambaugh (2006), employing 

gravity models for the theoretical justification of the impact of exchange rates on 

trade is less supportіve than one mіght suspect of the polіcy argument that a 

country can promote іts trade by establіshіng a fіxed exchange rate. Authors 

adopted gravity model by regressing bіlateral trade and some dummіes that 

іndіcate (1) dіrect vs. іndіrect fіxed exchange rates, (2) presence of a currency 

unіon wіth country’s tradіng partner, and (3) volatіlіty of the exchange rate 
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between the tradіng partners on a standard set of thіs model varіables. Sіnce 

authors are іnterestіng іn gіvіng relevant polіcy lessons for the present tіme, the 

data іncluded are for post-Bretton Woods perіod of 1973 to 1999. Thus, their 

results suggest that dіrect pegs make a statіstіcally and economіcally sіgnіfіcant 

іmpact on trade flows, and obtaіned results are consіstent wіth prevіous studіes 

(described in their paper) only іn the fact of quantіtatіvely small effect of 

exchange rate volatіlіty on trade. 

Authors also showed that simply declarіng an exchange rate peg wіll not generate 

an іncreased trade flow, sіnce the estіmated effects of a de jure dіrect peg are not 

only smaller than the de facto pegs (which Ukraine has), but also the coeffіcіents 

on the de jure dіrect pegs are not sіgnіfіcant. As for other techniques used by 

Klein and Shambaugh (2006), IV estimation showed larger coefficients than OLS, 

fixed effects and pair fixed effects. Including random effects make the direct peg 

stronger and moves the indirect peg to a negative significant coefficient, but 

Hausman test stands for fixed effects usage. Moreover, results does not change 

wіth іnclusіon of each fіfth year observatіon rather than each year, and AR (1) 

correctіon procedure stіll results іn large and sіgnіfіcant effects of fіxed exchange 

rates on trade (but the coefficients are smaller than estimated by OLS). 

Summing up, using different methods, Klein and Shambaugh (2006) showed that 

when one focuses on bіlateral exchange rate regіmes, there are statіstіcally and 

economіcally sіgnіfіcant іmpacts on trade from a fіxed exchange rate. What іs 

more, wіth few controls, only dіrect peggіng appears to have a strong іmpacts on 

trade.  

As for the impact of flexible exchange rates on trade and welfare, the main task 

of Bergin et al. (2006) was to show “the optimal degree of exchange rate 

variability for various types of open economies, and it appeared to be optimal to 
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stabilize inflation, while allowing the exchange rate to fluctuate in response to 

productivity shocks”. This result is opposite to what was described above from 

the paper by Klein and Shambaugh (2006). However, one of these papers is 

empirical while the other one is strongly theoretical. Therefore, we cannot 

compare them directly, thus, we will just describe here important for our research 

insights. So, Bergin et al. (2006) came to this result in the context of a two-

country general equilibrium model with sticky prices. This model represents a two 

country (home and foreign) model with agents consuming two final goods, where 

each country specializes in the production of one of them. Monopolіstіcаlly 

competіtіve fіrms produce іntermedіаtes usіng cаpіtаl аnd lаbor, аnd set prіces 

sluggіshly due to аdjustment costs. Usіng these аssumptіons, аuthors drаw the 

conclusіons thаt wіth fіxed exchаnge rаtes output, consumptіon аnd utіlіty аre 

lower іn compаrіson wіth optіmаl polіcy whіch аllows exchаnge rаtes to fluctuаte 

іn response to productіvіty shocks, аnd аssumes іnflаtіon stаbіlіzаtіon. 

Benchmаrk models, based on first-order Taylor approximations, show similar 

basic conclusions as a more richly specified (say, second-order Taylor), and more 

realistically calibrated model. But extension of the investigation environment, 

such as inclusion of habit formation into the model, leads to a slight increase of 

welfare gains from optimal stabilization policy, and speaks for the optimаlity of 

suppressing the exchаnge rаte fluctuаtions. 

That is, to stabilize the economy is easier with a flexible exchange rate regime, but 

this stabilization may appear to be short run, while fixed exchange rates, brining 

less welfare gains, give more long-lasting effect of economy stabilization. But we 

can not say exactly which regime is better, because it depends on the variety of 

other factors such as currency type, economy specificity, etc. 

We draw so much attention to the discussion of exchange rates since they can 

greatly influence our future results, because they determine the prices which enter 
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our regression, as the main components of domestic demand and supply, and 

import demand equations. Thus, our results will implicitly depend on exchange 

rates. Moreover, exchange rates are one of the main determinants of exported 

volumes10, which enter our equations as well. Furthermore, the state of the 

economy is very important for the investigation of any policy measure (as ours, 

export restrictions), thus, combining the facts of influence of fixed vs. flexible 

exchange rates on the state of the economy presenting in the discussed above 

literature and the fact that Ukraine has a “regulated” flexible exchange rate 

system, we can conclude that, judging by exchange rates, there is no ground on 

the duration of stability (in the long-run) of the Ukrainian economy (which is well 

proved by evidence). 

Short-run and long-run framework is important not only for exchange rate effects 

studying but also for the investigation of the main question of this paper, i.e. 

estimation of welfare effects of export restrictions. That is why, we have included 

discussion for the short- and long-run effects of export restrictions above while 

discussing papers devoted to export taxes and quotas. Moreover, we are going to 

show short- and long-run effects theoretically in the theory section, and 

empirically in the empirical section. 

The last, but very important issue, which may influence our future estimation 

results is static vs. dynamic overview. Marrewijk and Berden (2006) discussed 

such a framework for small developing economy, mainly using the results 

obtained by Romer (1994)11, who stated that “in static framework the costs of 

unexpected increases in trade restrictions are smaller than the costs of expected 

                                                 
10 Since we devoted much attention to the discussion of exchange rates importance, we will not stop on 

explaining this fact. For details see the article by M. Smith (2004) “Impact of the exchange rate on export 

volumes”. Reserve Bank of New Zealand: Bulletin Vol. 67 No. 1. 

11 Marrewijk and Berden (2006) refer to Romer (1994) conclusions, and broaden them. 
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increases in trade restrictions”, because the latter affect the range of goods 

available in the economy. However, this study was devoted to the R&D goods, 

but we are investigating agricultural products. Thus, in agricultural sphere, new 

selected varieties of grain can be considered like R&D products, and those which 

were obtained in the process of selection (production) of these new varieties can 

be referred to intermediaries. That is why, Marrewijk and Berden (2006) 

conclusions are of major importance for our analysis. 

Thus, Marrewijk and Berden (2006) demonstrate, first, the presence of smаller 

estimаted stаtic thаn the dynаmic costs of trаde restrictions for the smаll 

developing economy if, аnd only if, the increаse in trаde restrictions reduces the 

shаre of invented intermediаte goods introduced on the mаrket, аnd, second, а 

slow-down economic growth аs а result of аn increаse in the level of trаde 

restrictions аre very logicаl for grаin mаrket too (they coincide with stаtements 

аnd our point of view аbout export tаxes аnd quotаs, discussed аbove). 

Conducting а reseаrch, аuthors аssume thаt а smаll developing economy under 

investigаtion cаn not influence the economic growth rаte in the Rest of the 

World аnd, moreover, it does not engаge in аny R&D аctivity to develop new 

types of intermediаte goods. 

Using above stated implications and assumptions of Marrewijk and Berden 

(2006), we now present their conclusions, which are important for our research. 

First, income and welfare increase if the level of trade restrictions falls. Second, 

“if the new level of trade restrictions exceeds a critical value, the new growth rate 

will be zero and stagnation occurs, and dynamic costs of a rise in trade 

restrictions are generally much larger than the static costs as a result of the fall in 

the share of new goods introduced on the small developing economy market” 

(Marrewijk and Berden (2006)). Thus, we should take into account that dynamic 
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costs of trade restrictions are higher, because we will investigate a dynamic raw of 

data. 

Summarizing the discussion, we can say that the literature on the subject 

concerning export restrictions is very diverse because in some periods of time 

they had become hot issues for selected countries, and, therefore, drew much 

attention of theorists to their proper investigation. Scientists concentrated on 

separate issues such as export tariffs or quotas, financial (like exchange rates, 

capital mobility, investment, etc.) or political issues (WTO, Euro Union 

accession). Therefore, it is difficult to conclude at this stage whether export 

restrictions are harmful or, may be, even beneficial for the welfare. From the 

political point of view, since Ukraine intends to become a full member of WTO 

and Euro Union, it must follow accepted by these organizations view on trade 

liberalization that any export restrictions are harmful for the economic welfare. 

From the economic point of view, we can conclude anything only after obtaining 

trustworthy empirical results, which we are going to do using partial equilibrium 

model. 
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Chapter 3 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF UKRAINIAN MARKET FOR WHEAT 

Agricultural production in Ukraine slumped following the dissolution of the 

Soviet Union in 1991. Mainly it happened because of the loss of heavy subsidies, 

which were estimated on 11 percent of GDP. Also, as Dohlman et al. (2003) 

state, it is not the only thing which account for the agricultural decline in early 

1990s in Ukraine. The main problem, however, was a failure to fully implement 

institutional reforms like bankruptcy laws for agricultural enterprises and land 

codes which can establish well defined property rights. It is also stated in the 

paper that “without effective legislation and execution in agricultural production, 

investment incentives in the agricultural sector are limited, and, therefore, 

potential productivity growth is constrained”.  

Taking also into account that agricultural sector before the Soviet Union 

dissolution was inefficient, and many analysts projected that it would recover as 

soon as market-oriented farmers became more productive. Actually it did not 

take place.  

Developing the research further, Dohlman et al. (2003) pointed out that in fact, 

Ukrainian total factor productivity of agriculture continued to fall throughout the 

1990s. Nevertheless during 1992 and 1998 years Ukraine shifted from being 

major importers of about 22 million tons of grain to net exporters of about 2 

million tons. As Connell et al. (2004) emphasize improvement in country’s status 

in the international trade came from the government’s commitment given the 
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importance of agricultural sector to the general economy. Actually, Connel et al. 

(2004) describe Russian grain market, but Dohlman et al. (2003) speak about both 

countries simultaneously not making any distinction between them regarding 

their agricultural sector trends. So, according to Connel et al. (2004) improvement 

in Ukrainian agricultural foreign trade, as well as in the Russian one, appeared 

thanks to the support of both national and regional government of grain 

producers during 1990s “by providing domestic credit, subsidizing crop inputs 

and entering into machinery leasing arrangements”. However, weak farm 

structure, land ownership and inefficient infrastructure development made the 

costs behind “farm gate” to remain high. These drawbacks are not the ones 

which prevent the development of the Ukrainian grain market. Another very 

recent example is wheat crisis of 2003. 

The wheat crisis of 2003 was not the fault of bureaucrats, politicians, grain 

traders, consumers, or evil foreign powers. It happened due to unfavorable 

weather conditions during the winter of 2002-2003. There are two different 

considerations devoting the wheat crisis of 2003. On the one hand, according to 

Galushko et al. (2004) a serious problem took place because Ukrainian 

government did not try to import enough wheat at least to meet food demand 

and prevent an increase in wheat prices in order to make imports profitable (by 

compensating the poor this increase). Instead, Ukrainian government intervened 

directly “by setting price ceilings for staple foods, by regulating the profitability of 

food producing enterprises and providing subsidies to bread producers, and the 

mark-ups for retail stores”. On the other hand, according to Cramon-Taubadel 

(2004), it is a question whether or not bad weather conditions amounted for a 

crisis, since in fact food security in Ukraine was not threatened in 2003. 

Therefore, the government should take into proper consideration that Ukrainian 

grain production was, is and will always be subject to fluctuations. And when 
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such situations happen, policy makers can help by their “steady hand” and not by 

unsetting markets further, as they actually made in 2003 crisis. 

Coming slightly back, it can be seen that foreign private investment into grain 

market was just started after some “improving” market reforms in late 1999 and 

2000. However, many actions by policy makers in response to the 2003 wheat 

crisis “unsettled traders considerably: they were subject to intense scrutiny and 

threats”. The main of the government arguments about their interference into 

grain traders’ policy were that too much grain was exported too quickly following 

the 2002 harvest. Traders were even threatened with a punitive tax of 10% on the 

previous year profits if they did not supply food wheat for a low unrealistic price 

for 2003. 

An international impression of these Ukrainian grain market developments was 

that “Ukrainian agricultural policy making was as much in crisis as Ukrainian 

agriculture itself” (Cramon-Taubadel, 2004). It almost destroys an improving 

investment climate in Ukraine. And a plus to this is a constant indecisive land 

property problem. 

According to German Consultancy Group (2006)12 an absence of stimulating 

business environment and stable agrarian policy “with clear cut purposes and 

priorities” prevent structural reforms in Ukraine, which therefore impedes its 

investment attraction in order to increase the agricultural production effectiveness 

that will serve as a provision of its competitiveness on the world markets. 

However, as stated in IER Policy Paper No.5 (2006), survey of agricultural 

business traders show that during their operation time in Ukraine they adjusted to 

                                                 
12 http://www.ier.kiev.ua 
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“mistaken” legislation and almost no perfect action of its laws, but they prefer 

things to stay at that level, not permitting any shocks. 

But their “life” without shocks due to sudden unthinkable actions of government 

in Ukraine was not so long after the wheat crisis of 2003. The latest shocked 

measure of 2006 was implementation of quotas on Ukrainian grain markets. 

Quotas of grain exports were introduced to secure the supply of domestic 

markets. In practice, this measure led to a complete stop of grain exports, and, 

what is more, grain traders (suppliers, exporters) suffered huge losses. During a 

“protracted period of time” long before prepared for shipment ships accumulated 

charges at rate of about $30,000 per vessel a day for the idle time. In fact, this 

governmental measure was taken as the result of a refusal of powerful 

international traders like Cargill, ADM-Toepfer and Bunge to sell 300,000 tons of 

wheat to the strategic reserve at a discount of about $15 to the prevailing price. It 

brings some doubts whether there is any economic justification for quotas 

introduction?  

This measure has been accepted by grain traders as a plus to the imperfect 

Ukrainian economic system, which in the sense of grain exports was before 

described by black custom markets, including bureaucratic procedure of custom 

clearing and two high export taxes. 

In the long-run such measure of Ukrainian economy has a clear message to the 

rest of the world that Ukraine’s commitment to market-oriented reform of its 

grain markets is wavering. As for the short-run, it tells us that Ukrainian system 

of export taxation and quotation is constantly increasing the uncertainty on its 

grain markets with making risk premium of traders higher, therefore, prices that 

farmers are to pay increase, and so, Ukraine pays for this by its welfare losses. 
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According to the investigation of World Bank and IER (2006), introduction of 

grain quota is not justified since the amount of domestic grain supply is enough 

to cover all domestic needs and allow higher grain export, than it was estimated 

by the government. Initially quota for wheat was set on the level of 0.4 MMT, but 

for the marketing year of 2006/2007 the government promised to increase its 

level till 0.73 MMT. However, this level is not enough to provide competitive 

exports. The latter can be justified by looking at welfare effects, which was 

theoretically described in the paper. Thus, producers suffered losses and 

consumers gained much less from the grain quota introduction than it is 

predicted by the theory, because with remaining constant wheat prices, prices for 

flour and bread have increased since quota’s implementation13. Additionally, 

quota system has hurt grain traders who invested significant funding to facilitate 

exports. Moreover, it has created opportunities for corruption (because 

companies who can cash in a profit of $25 per ton at present are able to secure an 

export quota). The main beneficiaries of this quota are flour millers and animal 

feed producers (because of domestic grain prices falling). Therefore, this export 

quota is “an ill-advised and poorly targeted measure to protect the poor in 

Ukraine” (World Bank and IER, 2006). And, alternative measures for the 

protection of Ukrainian market exist, and they may serve better welfare effects 

than the grain export quota. Export taxes may serve as a good example of such 

alternative measures. 

                                                 
13 Also we hope to prove negative change in producer surplus, and some positive in the consumer’s one (but 

negative total surplus) by our estimation in this paper. 
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Chapter 4 

THEORY 

Since expansion or contraction of international trade has implications for income 

distribution, it is important to understand who the “winners” and “losers” are 

from trade inferences in order to assess the economic and political desirability of 

alternative trade policies. 

There are three major groups (agents) of competitive market participants. These 

are consumers, producers and government, on whom competitive market analysis 

focuses. Participation of the first two groups – consumers and producers – in 

market operations forms market clearing condition, equilibrium point, where 

market supply equalizes with market demand. The third participant is 

government, who can intervene the market in different forms, including the set 

up of export quotas and taxes. 

The simplest way of trade policies is export taxation in the form of specific tariffs 

and ad valorem tariffs. Thus, tariffs are imposed in the form of fixed charges for 

exported goods while ad valorem tariffs are determined as a fraction of the value 

of exported goods. However, in both cases the main effect of the tariff is to lift 

the cost of shipping goods outside the country.  

Due to the fact that export tariffs are the oldest form of trade policy their usage 

have been known as a source of government income and protection of particular 

domestic sectors (Krugman and Obstfeld, 1997). 
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Nowadays the importance of tariffs has dropped, because modern governments 

usually prefer protecting domestic industries through a variety of nontariff 

barriers, such as export quotas. 

Although, on the one hand the effects of export quota are analogous to the 

export tax but on the other hand the welfare effect of these two instruments 

differs since no government revenue is compulsorily collected. Due to the fact 

that the recipient of the export quota rent is unclear the main option for the 

government to obtain the revenue can be accomplished by selling it to those who 

offer the most money for export quotas. In order to get the beneficial rights to 

export in a competitive market exporter should be prepared to pay up to the 

difference in price in the importing and exporting countries that will help to make 

an income from the auction quota system and an export tax equal. Otherwise, 

exporters can act like a single seller to get the rent from the quota by charging the 

importing country the market-clearing price. 

The final net welfare effect in quota-imposing country is based on the sum of 

deadweight losses and the distribution of the quota rent (Appleyard and Field, 

2001). 

In developing the theory of trade, general equilibrium models are often used. 

However, in many cases trade policies toward one sector can be sensibly and 

logically followed even without peculiar unpleasant backlashes of some policy in 

the rest of the economy. In such cases trade policy can be examined in a partial 

equilibrium modeling. 

Thus, in 1952, M. W. Reder designed a general analysis of Marshallian demand 

and supply curves that not only was applied for the whole economy but also for 

all industries that was fairly unproductive in contrast to partial analysis of 

representative for a particular investigation industries. In partial equilibrium 
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models every industry is presented through a group of companies the behavior of 

which is being investigated by means of a typical firm. Hence, structure of 

industry supply and demand curves, which are based on average industry price, is 

effective in different particular situations. But it can illustrate only the general line 

of movement of such variables as price and quantity. Furthermore, the presence 

of pure competition is not needed for the construction of industry supply curve, 

while a large gap between supply and demand is of extreme importance for the 

welfare effects. For this reason (1) the measurement of welfare effects of export 

control by measuring the price-quantity effects is our prime object, and (2) other 

aspects of analysis are out of our particular interest, partial equilibrium method is 

very suitable for this paper. 

However, general equilibrium method could be implemented here in case we 

were attracted by broader than welfare effects analysis. Since we are going to 

concentrate on agricultural industry and not to comment deeply the 

consequences and repercussions for the whole economy, we will use partial 

equilibrium model. 

4.1 Export taxes in a “small” country case14 

Due to the fact that producers widen domestic sales by means of reducing 

domestic price of products in order to refrain from paying export taxes, the 

levying of an export tax cause the decline of the domestic price (see Fig. 1). 

                                                 
14 Subsections 4.1 – 4.3 are based mainly on Appleyard and Field (2001), Krugman and Obstfeld (1997), and 

Gardner (1989). 
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Figure 1. Imposition of an export tax in a small open economy 

In case the domestic price (P0) goes down until it gets the level of the 

international price (Pint) (which is above the crossing of the domestic demand 

and supply curves) that is calculated without the amount of the tax, then profits 

and losses can be determined by means of producer and consumer surplus. 

The idea of consumer surplus relates to the sector limited by the demand curve 

and market price which indicates that all buyers pay the same market price in 

spite of the sum they are ready to pay. Considering that market price moves 

upwards, consumer surplus moves quickly downwards; as price moves 

downwards, consumer surplus moves upwards. 

The principle of producer surplus relates to the sector limited by the market price 

and by the supply curve. While all producers get the identical market price, a 

surplus takes place for all units whose marginal cost of production, illustrated by 

the supply curve, is less than the market price. In other words, when price goes 

up, producer surplus goes up, and when market price declines, producer surplus 
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declines. As a result, a transformation of market price causes a shift of surplus 

between producers and consumers. Hence, an upturn of price causes producer 

surplus rise and consumer surplus decline. For a price downturn, a surplus is 

moved slightly from producers to consumers. 

The crucial interest in this section is concentrated on the changes in producer and 

consumer surplus that are based on the tariff-induced price change. As domestic 

price goes down and quantity supplied develops, there is a reduction, which is 

equal to the area ABFG. The area ABCH is a partial loss that is shifted to 

domestic consumers through the lower price, which upturns the consumer 

surplus. The area HJEG measures the revenue of the government. Therefore, the 

residual areas CJH and EFG symbolize deadweight efficiency losses that are 

caused by the price misrepresentation. 

The sector HG interprets a smaller level of exports after tax in contrast to exports 

before the tax (area CF). For this reason governments will revalue the export tax 

income received without full accounting for the reduction in export quantity. As a 

result, the less elastic domestic supply and demand are, the smaller the effect of 

the tax on the quantity of exports and the greater the income got by the 

government. The less elastic producer and consumer reactions are, the smaller the 

deadweight efficiency losses. 

After summing up the effects of an imposition of export tax in the small open 

economy on the winners and losers, the net effect on the economy is negative.  

4.2 Export quotas in a “small” country case 

Although, on the one hand the effects of export quota are analogous to the 

export tax but on the other hand the beneficial impact of these two instruments 
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differs since no government revenue is compulsorily collected, which is the chief 

diversity of the welfare impact of these exports instruments. 

In this particular situation the volume of supplied goods is controlled by means 

of giving a restricted amount of quotas to each exporter. As a result, an upper 

limit of the supply curve to the market fits in without levying of “rights for sale” 

(quota) that is shown in Fig. 2. 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Imposition of an export quota in a small open economy 

The export is limited by Qpq that is less than without imposing quota Qp, 

although producers now trade less at the lower price Pdq. For this reason the area 

BAFG is a (change in producers’ surplus) loss when producers forced to trade by 

Pdq instead of Pd on the quantity Qpq, which they may sell with no quota as well. 

Nevertheless, in case of the absence of the quota producers would have sold 

more. That is why such a policy “contributes” to their loss only, and, their net 

loss is BAFG - HJEG. However, since government introduced no licensing of 
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wheat exports in our case, producers got area HJEG (which is at least some 

compensation for their huge losses)  

The area BACH is a consumers’ gain because they, on the one hand, pay the 

lower price for quantity Qcq, and, on the other hand, have an access to additional 

quantity Qcq – Qc. Therefore, the change in their surplus after quota 

implementation is an area BACH. 

Consequently, when we count up a profit, we obtain CS∆ - PS∆ , which is in 

total a negative number. Also there are some deadweight losses in this case, 

which are represented by figures HCJ + GEF. 

With this in mind we have used demand and supply curves in a small country 

case while now we will shift to the analysis of a large-country case, where an 

influence on world price takes place. Thus, we should present import demand 

curve and export supply curve, which are come from the domestic supply and 

demand curves. Import demand is a surplus of consumers demand over 

producers supply; export supply is a surplus of producers supply over consumers 

demand. 

My means of above-mentioned concept, we come to the analysis of the impact of 

levying of export restrictions in the large-country setting. 

4.3. Export taxes in a “large” country case 

Graphically the effect of a tax levied by an exporting country is illustrated in Fig.3 

on the example of two large countries that is very close to the above-mentioned 

cases of small country. Nevertheless, the principle of the export tax operation and 
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welfare effects on the two countries are relatively opposed. Under the influence 

of the export tax, producers of the export goods, called country B, are forced to 

let their domestic price down and sell more at home in order to be prevented 

from paying the tax which is a difference between the price of the good in 

country B and the world price. For this reason exports falls due to the improved 

local consumption and decreased quantity of the supplied export good. As a 

result, the diminished supply of exports increases the international price while an 

import price for country A grows from primary non-distorted price of Pm0 to Pm1, 

and the price of the good in exporting country B drops from Pm0 to Pm2. 

Therefore, the export tax equals the difference between Pm1 and Pm2 while desired 

exports Qx1 equal to desired imports Qm1. The government revenue is introduced 

by the sum of rectangles c and n in Fig. 3 which are built when the exporting 

country equals the amount of the tax (Pm1 – Pm2) * the quantity of exports_(Qx1). 

 Figure 3. Imposition of an export tax in a large open economy 

As an illustration of welfare perspective, the export tax culminates in deadweight 

losses of triangle ghf plus triangle ikj in the exporting country and an inward 

transfer of rectangle c from the importing country due to the higher world price. 
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Therefore, by means of the higher import price the importing country 

simultaneously “pays” a portion of the export tax, accordingly in case the 

incoming transfer from the importing country more than the deadweight losses 

from the tax at that time the exporting country can benefit (i.e. if sector c is 

bigger than the sum of triangles ghf and ikj). Moreover, for the importing 

country, the imposition of the export tax causes not just deadweight losses, 

assessed by sectors a and b, but also the transfer abroad of rectangle c. The 

possible incomes (losses) for the exporting (importing) country are greater with 

the decline of elasticity of the supply and demand in the importing country, and 

the more elastic are supply and demand in the exporting country. 

Due to the fact that exports are favorable for a country by means of extra job 

placements, improvement of the balance of trade, and etc., there are some 

reasons which make country want to levy an export tax (particularly realizing their 

welfare losses, described above). In other words, in contrast to income or 

property taxation, the easiest form in developing countries is export taxation 

which provides government revenue. Another reason for the imposition of 

export taxes is to stop domestic inflationary pressures because export taxation is a 

generally fruitful anti-inflationary device: since the price of the good on the 

domestic market drops, it may dampen the upsurge in the hope price level. The 

next reason for the usage of export taxes is that they contribute to the 

redistribution of domestic income. In other words, in case the exported 

agricultural products grown by large and wealthy landowners and consumed by 

low-income urban dwellers, then the lowering of the domestic price by means of 

the export tax can change income distribution toward greater equality. 

Consequently, country’s terms of trade will get better in case of an imposition of 

the export tax, while import prices are unchangeable. 
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The end result from the export quota in a large-country case is close to the export 

taxes: will not only the limitation of export goods influence deadweight losses in 

the exporting country but also will lead to a contradictory effect in the importing 

country. 

Since Ukraine is a small exporting country on the world grain market, we will not 

pay too much attention to a thorough description of large-country cases. 

Estimating statistics, from the world wheat total net exports in 2005/2006 (which 

is projected to increase from 88158 thousand metric tons in 2005/2006 to 

105733 thousand metric tons in 2015/2016) Ukraine accounts for only 5450 

thousand metric tons in the period 2005/2006 and for 5853 in 2015/2016. In the 

corn net exports Ukraine’s share was 2300 out of the world 75098 thousand 

metric tons during 2005/2006 and is expected to become 2996 out of 88760 in 

2015/2016 (FAPRI, 2006). For other types of grain Ukraine even not included in 

the list of net exporters (there are data for the whole CIS only). Moreover, 

Ukraine is not a major exporter of grain on any of the world markets. It proves 

our statement that Ukraine must be considered from the point of view of a small 

country while evaluating the welfare effects of export restrictions on the 

Ukrainian grain market. 
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Chapter 5 

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

5.1 Methodology 

For the purpose of simplicity we undertаke а pаrtiаl equilibrium single-

commodity аnаlysis. The bаsic model will be used to evаluаte the impаct of 

reducing or eliminаting the export quotа аnd export tаx on the welfаre of the 

pаrticipаnts of the grаin mаrket, ignoring the effect thаt the tаx аnd quotа might 

hаve on the other sectors of Ukrаiniаn economy.  

Аs wаs shown аbove to quаlify the effects one should hаve а cleаr ideа аbout the 

demаnd аnd supply elаsticities аnd аbout the demаnd аnd supply schedules. The 

basic model is formed similarly like the model developed by Galushko (2004)15 

for evaluation of sunflower seed export tax, since it is the most suitable one for 

our analysis (further justification will be given in subsection on the discussion of 

results). Our model will be specified in the following way: 

Domestic demаnd (constаnt elаsticity function): 
DPaPQ D ε⋅=)( , where εD-

elаsticity of demаnd. 

Domestic supply is perfectly inelаstic in а short-run (in а given yeаr), becаuse 

once produced the quаntity (supply) cаnnot be expаnded no mаtter whаt the 
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price is. Thus, in the short-run the domestic supply is QS = Production. In the 

long run there аre no boundаries for output аnd we аssume а constаnt elаsticity 

form, thаt is, 
SPbPQ S ε⋅=)( , where εS – long-run elаsticity of supply. 

Import demаnd is аssumed to hаve constаnt elаsticity as well:  
IM
DPcPId

ε⋅=)( , 

where εDIM – elаsticity of import demаnd. 

Export supply curve (needed to evaluate the difference of scenarios with an 

export tax in place and free trade) is determined by аn excess supply: in а short-

run Es(P) = Production - аPεD аnd in the long run – 
DS PaPbPEs

εε ⋅−⋅=)(  

To get the estimates of the elasticities, we are going to estimate the equations 

given below. The system of equations will look like that: 

The equation for Domestic Demand estimation: 

titttt DemandFOBEXWDemand ϑαααα ++++= −)ln()ln()ln()ln( 3210   

where Demand – domestic demand for wheat (given for a marketing year). 

EXW – the domestic (ex-works) price of wheаt fаced by processors. 

FOB – the world (free-on-board) price for wheat. 

t – stands for time period {1,… T}. Considering the behavior of Demand 

variable over time, the lаgged vаlues of demаnd аre included to get rid of 

аutocorrelаtion in residuаls. The аutoregressive structure is decided based upon 

                                                                                                                              
15 Notes of Galushko V. (2004) on evaluation the losers and winners of the introduction of export tax in 

sunflower seed industry. 
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the (partial) autocorrelation functions of the estimаted residuаls. The economic 

rаtionаle for this is thаt consumers do not chаnge their demаnd hаbits reаdily for 

technologicаl, psychologicаl or institutionаl reаsons. Sometimes, when lаgged 

terms of Demаnd are neglected, the resulting error term can reflect а systemаtic 

pаttern becаuse of the lаgged demаnd on current demаnd influence. However, 

firstly it is necessary to look at economic justification of the lag inclusion, 

secondly, if its inclusion is appropriate for given data, etc. Thus, the final decision 

on whether to include it or not will be made during estimation procedure. 

Moreover, since we work with time series data, we need to check them for 

stationarity and autocorrelation, and in case of any of them presence use 

differenced or lagged values of variables. Thus, the form of the equation may 

change, and particular forms of the equation will be presented together with 

empirical results. 

This equation will be estimated with ordinary least squares upon the assumption 

of the fact that all ten assumptions for the usage of this method are satisfied, or 

with autoregressive integrated moving average model if it will give better results. 

Other rationales will be given together with estimation results.  

The equation for the Long-run Domestic Supply estimation: 

tttt iceareaSupply ξβββ +++= −1210 )ln(Pr)ln()ln(
   

where Supply – аnnuаl production (gross harvest) of wheat;  

area – hаrvested аreа in a year t for wheat; 

Pricet-1 – one yeаr lаgged vаlue of the price fаced by producers of wheat. 
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Since for the estimation of long-run domestic supply we use panel data, thus, it is 

better to apply fixed (or random) effects rather than simple OLS. The concrete 

choice will be made upon testing procedure, and will be given in section on 

estimation results. 

The equation for the Import Demand estimation:    

0 1 2 3 4ln( ) ln( ) ln( ) ln( ) ( )t t t t tId FOBw FOBb FOBc AR iγ γ γ γ γ υ= + + + + +
 

where  Id – monthly exports of wheat, barley and corn (thousand tons); 

FOBw – world (free on board) price for wheat, (FOB, Odessa); 

FOBb – the world price (FOB, Odessa) for barley.  

FOBc – the world price (FOB, Odessa) for corn (a substitute/complement for 

wheat). Rationale for its usage is explained above. This variable (as well as FOBb 

variable) is included to аllow for the chаnge in the demаnd for Ukrаiniаn exports 

of wheаt in response to а chаnge in the price of such importаnt substitute аs 

barley. However, wheat, barley and corn are not considered as perfect substitutes 

or complements, therefore, we may exclude substitute-variables from the 

regression in empirical section after final decision of the form of the equation. 

What is more, lagged prices can also be included basing on the results of (partial) 

autocorrelation functions, since economically it is rational to include them due to 

the absence of an immediate influence of prices change on exports. Besides, 

usuаlly internаtionаl contrаcts аre drаwn in аdvаnce, which creаtes some kind of 

rigidity on the world mаrket, therefore inclusion of lаgged prices is importаnt 

since it tаkes some time for mаrket pаrticipаnts to аdjust to the new conditions. 

Moreover, аs in the cаse of Domestic Demаnd investigаtion, if we neglect lаgged 

terms (autoregressive Id patterns of order i) in the above regression, the resulting 
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error term may reflect a systemаtic pаttern because of the lagged exports on 

current exports possible influence. Thus, аutoregressive terms will be included. 

What is more, we check time-series variables for stationarity and autocorrelation, 

that is why the equation for import demand may transform into the first-

differenced version, or include more lags of the variables. Final estimation 

technique (either log-likelihood or OLS) will be decided in empirical section. 

Estimation of this system of equations gives us the values of elasticities, which are 

very important to completely characterize the demand for and supply of wheat. 

Hаving estimаted the elаsticities, we cаn replicаte the bаse dаtа through the 

cаlibrаtion process. For this purpose we construct the demаnd аnd supplу 

schedules for the whole period of investigation since we are interested in the 

long-run effects.  

At the next stage we can estimate the free trade price, that is, the price that wоuld 

have prevailed in Ukraine in 1998/99 thrоugh 2006/2007 if there had nоt been 

intrоduced expоrt quоta (оr pоssible expоrt tax) оn wheat. The free trade price is 

fоund bу equating the impоrt demand and expоrt supplу curves. There is a 

caveat, hоwever. If there were nо transactiоn cоsts then under the free trade the 

PFОB wоuld be equal tо the dоmestic price. In the presence оf transactiоn cоsts 

(transpоrtatiоn, оbtaining qualitу certificates, etc.) the dоmestic price and the 

FОB price will differ bу a number k such that k= PFОB/PEXW. Thus, we 

shоuld equate Id(PFОB) and Es(P)=Es(PFОB/k). 

Finally, we are going to draw graphs and measure welfare effects with quotas 

and_taxes.
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5.2 Data description 

The study uses weekly (which are therefore transformed to monthly), and yearly 

data from UkrAgroConsult and Derzhkomstat data bases.  

In particular, for the internal demand analysis ex-works price for wheat is given in 

UkrAgroConsult weekly reports in USD and UAH per ton for each week of 

analysed period from 1998/1999 to 2006/2007March (we will use price in USD). 

The world, free-on-board price, Black Sea Ports (Odessa) is also given in 

UkrAgroConsult weekly reports in USD and UAH per ton for each week of 

analysed period (we take it in USD also). As for the Demand variable it is 

assumed that it is constant throughout the year, because it is given for the whole 

marketing year only.  

Since the above described data for prices are given weekly, we transform their 

into the monthly form by taking an average of all month observations. Finally, it 

gives us a data set of 104 observations. 

For the estimation of long-run supply equation annual district-level data оn 

prоductiоn and harvested area (crop) through 1998-2006 are used (taken from 

Derzhkomstat data base). Therefore, for the estimation it produces a panel of 200 

observations. The price which prоducers face is the average оf annual price for 

each Ukrainian oblast at which agricultural enterprises sоld their prоduce (also 

taken from Derzhkomstat data base). 

Estimation of the last, import demand, equation employs UkrAgroConsult 

export-import statistics, given monthly for the Id variable through the 

investigating period 1998-2006/07. The FOBw, FOBb and FOBc variables also 

employ UkrAgroConsult data but from its weekly reports (and we bring weekly 
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data to the monthly ones, which it total produces 104 observations as well as for 

the estimation of domestic demand equation).  
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5.3. Calculation of elasticity coefficients for domestic demand, domestic supply and import 

demand 

As discussed in previous chapter, a welfare analysis of export restrictions in the 

wheat market will be conducted using the estimation of three equations: domestic 

demand, domestic supply and import demand. Frequently such estimation is 

made by applying simultaneous equation model. Since we have monthly data for 

the estimation of internal demand and import demand, but panel (by Ukrainian 

oblasts) yearly data for the estimation of domestic supply, it is only possible to 

estimate each equation separately. 

Judging by Dickey-Fuller test for unit root and Durbin's alternative test for 

autocorrelation, we observe non-stationarity and autocorrelation in the 

(logarithms of) variables of prices, demand and export. These conclusions are 

justified by p-values. That is, for logarithms of variables of domestic demand for 

wheat, ex-works and free-on-board prices for wheat (as well as for its substitutes 

used, like barley and corn), and export of wheat, p-values are reported in the table 

below. 

Table 5.1. Testing variables for stationarity and autocorrelation  

p-values 

Dickey-Fuller test for unit root 
Durbin's alternative test for 

autocorrelation Variables 

True variables 
First-differenced 

variables 
True variables 

First-differenced 
variables 

lnDw 0.1209 0.0000 0.5581 0.9863 
lnEXWw 0.4471 0.0000 0.0297 0.3928 
lnFOBw 0.9791 0.0000 0.0226 0.8932 
lnFOBb 0.5432 0.0000 0.0596 0.8680 
lnFOBc 0.7846 0.0000 0.5196 0.9114 
lnexpw 0.0437 0.0000 0.0986 0.8950 

Source: own calculations 
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Since p-values prove non-stationarity and presence of serial correlation in our 

variables, we take their first differences to avoid spurious regression problems. 

Thus, we have no choice as to regress first differences of variables, instead of 

“true” variables for the estimation of domestic demand and import demand 

equations. Obtained elasticity coefficients in this case (which we will use for our 

further estimation of welfare effects) differ from what we could have obtained in 

case of inclusion of “true” variables into the regression. However, they appear to 

satisfy theoretical considerations (i.e. the elasticity of domestic and import 

demand for wheat should be low, since (1) domestic demand for wheat is 

inelastic because wheat will be used in feed and food production despite possible 

increase in its price, and will be rarely substituted with corn or barley, and (2) 

Ukraine is a small country, and cannot influence the world price). Obtained 

results are shown in the table 5.2. 

Estimation of equations for domestic and import demand were accomplished 

using method of ordinary least squares (OLS), and for the long-run domestic 

supply – fixed effects method. The latter was chosen based on the results of  

Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian multiplier test, which has shown a very low p-

value of 0.0000, thus, we have serial correlation in our variables. Therefore, it is 

better to use fixed or random effects estimation. 

Theoretically, time-demeaned variables that are obtained by subtracting averages 

of variables from their “own” values give us the fixed effects estimator, which 

helps us to look at the variation within the observations for each Ukrainian 

oblast, after having got rid of the variation over oblasts (by getting rid of the 

oblast specific average). However, an error term here consists of two parts, and in 

case of correlation of averages of independent variables with an error part that 

reflects fixed over time but varying over oblasts unobservables, between 

estimator appears to be biased; or otherwise – inefficient. Therefore, one may 
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argue that it is better to use random effects estimator. What is more, in the case 

of using fixed effects we need an assumption, first, of strict exogeneity of the 

variables. Second, we can not estimate coefficients of variables that are fixed over 

time (but we do not have such variables in the equation). And, fixed effects 

estimator is not consistent for large number of observations (but we have just 200 

observations) and fixed time period (which can be changed) (Coupe, 2006). Since 

we rely on the assumption of no correlation of independent variables and error 

terms, and on the results of Hausman test (which gives us a very small (0.0000) p-

value, thus, we reject the null hypothesis of the test that the coefficients in two 

models are practically the same) we are to pick a fixed effects model for the 

estimation of wheat internal long-run supply, since random effects model 

provides inconsistent estimates. 

Obtained by fixed effects estimation coefficients of long-run domestic supply are 

significant even at 1% level of significance, therefore they can be used for our 

further estimation with certainty. Moreover, small own price elasticity for supply, 

which we obtained, is in line with theory that speaks for not very broad 

opportunities for domestic traders to substitute barley’s and corn’s areas with 

wheat’s in case of growing price, thus, increase in price for wheat by 1% will 

cause an increase in its supply (on average) only by 0,20%, holding all other 

variables unchanged. 

However, we can not rely with such a certainty on OLS estimators of domestic 

and import demand, since they are jointly significant only at 15% level, and for 

the import demand we have insignificant FOB price elasticity, which will be used 

in our further calculations. 

Let’s discuss domestic demand equation first. As it was written in previous 

section, the variables to include into it (as well as of equations for domestic 
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supply and import demand) were chosen using notes of V.Galushko (2004) on 

evaluation of the losers and winners after an export tax in sunflower seed industry 

introduction, since (1) sunflower is an agricultural product as well as wheat, and 

(2) we investigate not only export quota but also a possible introduction of an 

export tax on wheat as she did. However, we got rid of autoregressive terms of 

demand for wheat because they reduce degrees of freedom a lot, and, therefore, it 

is unwise to do so in case of such “low” number of observations (104 only). 

Another change from the original model for domestic demand that we made is 

inclusion of first differences of variables (the rationale for it is discussed above). 

When we do so, our estimates become stationary and without serial correlation 

judging by Dickey-Fuller test for unit root and Durbin's alternative test for 

autocorrelation. Also Durbin-Watson d-statistics indicate that there is no 

autocorrelation in the model (d-statistic (3,104) = 2.160798, which is inside the 

interval between the upper limit and 4 – upper limit, i.e. [1.736; 2.264]).  

The problem of autocorrelation in time series is the most serious, and we have 

completely coped with it by estimating the domestic demand for wheat with the 

model of the form (1). However, obtained coefficients are still insignificant 

despite their satisfaction to the theoretical considerations. It happens because 

there are problems of (1) omitted variables, and (2) reverse causality.  

The existence of a problem of omitted variables in the equation for domestic 

demand is confirmed with low R2 = 0.0244 (and its adjusted for degrees of 

freedom value = 0.0051). But it is difficult to solve this problem since we have 

low number of observations, and inclusion of each additional variable reduces 

number of degrees of freedom. Moreover, it is very difficult to collect the 

appropriate data for each additional variable. 
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The existence of reverse causality problem is centered on the fact of mutual 

dependence of prices and quantity on each other, therefore simultaneous 

equation models are used. Since the equation for the supply of wheat made up of 

panel data rather than simple time series, we can not apply any simultaneous 

equation model as it has been already discussed above. Coming back to the 

demand for wheat equation, we can state that exogeneity/endogeneity problems 

can often be solved by applying, say, vector autoregression models (VAR), but 

such models are rarely used for policy analysis (Gujarati, 1995). 

Another way that we propose to apply is to use autoregressive integrated moving 

average model (ARIMA) that estimates by log-likelihood function which gives 

different from ordinary least squares results for not-large number of observations 

as in our case. What is more, as an alternative, in ARIMA fractional differences 

(d) instead of ordinary ones are used (Beran, 1995). In our case it helps to save 

some degrees of freedom (since “true” logarithm of demand for wheat variable 

according to partial autocorrelation function has just 1st lag, but differenced – 

12th), and, what is more important, to get significant at 5% level coefficient for 

own price elasticity of wheat, which appears to be equal to -0.24. All other 

coefficients are jointly significant at 10% level (p-value equals 0.0940). Therefore, 

for the estimation of welfare effects of export restrictions we will use own wheat 

price elasticity obtained by specification ARIMA (1,1,0). 

Now, we are going to discuss the last equation – import demand equation, from 

which we need own FOB wheat price elasticity to determine free-trade price. 

Note that this equation includes prices of barley and corn as substitutes for wheat 

since they influence import demand. In terms of estimation this equation is the 

most problematic since no specification gives significant results, thus we will 

choose the model by the results of (1) postestimation tests such as Breusch-Pagan 
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/ Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity and Durbin-Watson d-statistic, and 

(2) better correspondence of results to the theoretical justifications. 

Thus, final model specification is based on first differences for the variables 

because of non-stationary and with serial correlation their “true” values, and it 

includes first lags of each variable that was decided upon (partial) autocorrelation 

functions, and economic rationale that there is no immediate response of export 

to price changes. An estimation technique applied is OLS since it gives consistent 

with the theory results (i.e. proves inelastic import demand). Moreover, 

postestimation shows (1) there is no heteroskedasticity since high p-value = 

0.5929 in Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity makes it 

impossible to reject the null of constant variance, and (2) no autocorrelation since 

obtained Durbin-Watson d-statistic (8, 88) = 2.039 is inside the interval [1.714; 

2.286]. Thus, the major reason for insignificant coefficients are omitted variables 

(R2 is just 0.1226 (and adjusted 0.0459)), not enough number of observations, 

exogeneity/endogeneity, etc. But since this specification and estimation gave us 

consistent to the theory result we are going to use an obtained FOB price 

elasticity for wheat of -0.23 in our further calculations. The form of the model is 

given by (3). 

Finally for better visual performance we summarize all obtained results into the 

table 5.2., and visually present all of the applied equations. 
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Table 5.2. Empirical results for the market of wheat 

Domestic demand equation Domestic supply equation Import demand equation 

Variable Coeffic. p-value Variable Coeffic. p-value Variable Coeffic. p-value 

 (1): 
d.lnEXWw 
d.lnFOBw 
constant 
 
ARIMA 
(1,1,0) 
d.lnEXWw 
d.lnFOBw 
constant 
AR (1) 
 

 
-0.180293 
0.123614 
-0.001779 
 
 
 
-0.237226 
0.157457 
-0.001652 
-0.103756 

 
0.115 
0.657 
0.887 

 
 
 
0.013 
0.837 
0.907 
0.632 

(2): 
ln_price_wheat 
ln_area_wheat 
constant 
 

 
0.1961115 
1.615927 
-3.45464 
 

 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

 

(3): 
d.lnFOBw  
d.lnFOBc  
d.lnFOBb  
l.d.lnFOBw  
l.d.lnFOBc  
l.d.lnFOBb  
l.d.ln_expw 
constant 

 
-0.22953 
-1.69902 
3.005809 
-3.41010 
0.154995 
-3.18654 
0.107828 
0.024821 

 

 
0.927 
0.360 
0.083 
0.180 
0.935 
0.056 
0.315 
0.833 
 

Domestic demand:                                                                                             (1) 

tttt FOBwEXWwDw εϕϕϕ +∆+∆+=∆ lnlnln 310                                        

Long-run domestic supply equation:                                                                   (2) 

tt wheatareawheatpricewheat εδδδ +++= − _ln__ln_sup_ln_ 2110        

Import_demand_equation:(3)

tttt

ttt

wFOBcFOBb

FOBwFOBcFOBbFOBww

εγγγ

γγγγγ

+∆+∆+∆+

∆+∆+∆+∆+=∆

−−−

−

171615

143210

expln_lnln

lnlnlnlnexpln_

 

Where: 

tDwln∆ - first difference of the domestic demand for wheat between months t; 

tEXWwln∆ - first difference of the ex-works price for wheat between months t; 

tFOBwln∆ - first difference of the free-on-board price for wheat between 

months t; 

wheatsup_ln_ - gross harvest (supply) of wheat in a year t; 

1_ln_ −twheatprice  - one yeаr lаgged vаlue of the price fаced by wheat 

producers; 

wheatarea _ln_  - hаrvested аreа in a year t; 

wexpln_∆ - monthly exports of wheat; 
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1expln_ −∆ tw - exports of wheat one month back;    

tFOBwln∆ - free-on-board price for wheat; 

1ln −∆ tFOBw  - free-on-board price for wheat a month ago; 

tFOBbln∆ - free-on-board price for barley; 

15 ln −∆ tFOBbγ  - free-on-board price for barley a month ago; 

FOBcln∆  - free-on-board price for corn; 

1ln −∆ tFOBc  - free-on-board price for corn a month ago; 

ttt ωνε ,, - error terms. 

Source: own calculations and composition (for STATA output see Appendix 1) 

5.4. Calibration of parameters 

Having estimated the elasticities we can replicate the base data through the 

calibration process. We construct the demand and supply schedules for the whole 

analysed period (not for each year or each month), since we are interested in the 

long-run estimation.  

We know from the real data that the domestic demand curve passes through the 

point denoting annual demand and average annual domestic price. We also know 

that the domestic demand equation is of the form
DPaPQ D ε⋅=)( . Thus, the 

magnitude of a can be calculated by dividing summarized domestic demand by 

summarized price.  

Since domestic supply is perfectly inelastic in a short-run, it is equal to 

production. In the long run there are no boundaries for output and we assume a 

constant elasticity form, that is, 
SPbPQ S ε⋅=)( , where εS – long-run elasticity 

of supply. Therefore, to get the long-run result we will estimate for the whole 
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period from 1998 till 2006, and find parameter b by dividing gross harvest on 

correspondent price. 

The same procedure is applied for import demаnd, аssuming its constаnt 

elаsticity form:  
IM
DPcPId

ε⋅=)( , where εDIM – elаsticity of import demаnd. 

Therefore, parameter c is determined by dividing total average exports for the 

analyzed period by total average FOB price.  

Finally, we determine export supply curve (an excess supply). In the short-run 

Es(P) = Production - аPεD , but since we are interested in the long-run 

estimation, we determine export supply as 
DS PaPbPEs

εε ⋅−⋅=)( . 

Corresponding equations are summarized in the Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3. Estimated equations for wheat  

Name Formula 

Domestic 

demand equation 
QD(P) = 12.39*P-0.24 

Domestic supply 

equation 
QS(P) = 2.01*P0.20 

Import demand 

equation 
Id(P) = 3.077*P-0.23 

Export supply 

equation 
Es(P) = 12.39*P-0.24 - 2.01*P0.20 

Source: own calculations 

At the next stage we can estimate the free trade price, which can be found by 

equating the import demand and export supply curves. There is a caveat, 

however. If there were no transaction costs then under the free trade the PFOB 

would be equal to the domestic price. In the presence of transaction costs 

(transportation, obtaining quality certificates, etc.) the domestic price and the 
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FOB price will differ by a number k such that k= PFOB/PEXW. Thus, we 

should equate Id(PFOB) and Es(P)=Es(PFOB/k). In such a way we obtain a free 

trade price which (according to EXCEL calculations) should lie in the interval 

[104.3557; 104.2670], therefore, taking average of upper and lower bounds of this 

interval we obtain 104.31.  

When we investigate the case with a possible export tax, then parameter k= 

PFOB/[(1+tax)*PEXW]. We look at 4 scenarios with an export tax on the level 

of 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%. Welfare effects for this case are calculated according 

to the Fig.1 in Theory section (ch.3) by measuring squares of figures for 

consumer/producer surpluses, and government revenue. After that total welfare 

loss and deadweight losses are obtained. All calculations are made with usage of 

EXCEL and general economic knowledge. The results are reported in the table 

below: 

Table 5.4. Estimation of welfare effects after possible introduction of export taxes 
for wheat 

Welfare effects 

Value of 
possible 

tax 
k New P16 

Change in 
Consumer 
Surplus 
(CS) 

Change in 
Producer 
Surplus 
(PS) 

Government 
Revenue (G) 

Total 
Surplus 
(TS = CS 
+ PS + 
G) 

Deadweight 
Losses 
(DW) 

5% 0.91 101.32 12.18578 -15.18015 2.907262 -0.0871 -0.100887 
10% 0.87 99.81 18.37253 -22.81256 4.240728 -0.1993 -0.220109 
15% 0.83 97.23 28.99557 -35.79986 6.302177 -0.50211 -0.535015 
20% 0.80 96.61 31.55843 -38.91064 6.755767 -0.59645 -0.632285 

Source: own calculations 

Now, let’s look at the case of wheat export quotas. The welfare effects here will 

be calculated using Fig.2 from Chapter 3 by measuring squares of two curvilinear 

trapezoids indicated CS and PS, since government does not obtain revenue in 

case of quotas in a small country case. However, it should be taken into account 

                                                 
16 New P is calculated analogically as a free-trade price by changing parameter k as discussed above. Finally 

obtained number is taken as an average of upper and lower bound of the interval. 
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that since government introduced no licensing, therefore a square above the 

intersection of demand and supply curves will be referred to producers, thus 

decreasing their loss.    

To determine a price before quotas implementation here we will solve the next 

equation: 

QS(P) – QD(P) = average of total exports, which were more than a quota level 

equal to 0.4 

This average equals 0.685, thus, the price is about 11517. After quota was 

introduced, it became impossible to export more than 0.400, therefore, looking 

again at demand and supply curves we find that new price appears to be 87,2618. 

At this point we can calculate consumer and producer surpluses, which are 

presented in table below. 

Table 5.5. Estimation of welfare effects after wheat export quota introduction  
Quota for wheat Welfare effects Value 

0.400 CS 113.6094 
 PS -121.6033 
 TS -7.9939 
 DW -8.1228 

Source: own calculations 
 
Therefore, we see that total welfare loss from export quota implementation (-

7.9939) is much higher than from export taxes introduction even for the 

maximum assumed of them on the level of 20% (- 0.5965). Thus, export quotas 

on the wheat market in the long-run bring much more larger welfare losses than 

export taxes.   

                                                 
17 It is approximately determined by subtracting demand from supply for different price levels.  

18 We again look at difference between supply and demand, but now at where this difference <=0,400, and 

then find average price for these levels. 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

Estimation of welfare effects of different governmental policies was frequently 

made by different countries in different times. And in developing countries the 

net welfare gain often became negative in the long-run because of governmental 

interventions which impeded free development of competitive business 

environment. But it is possible that welfare losses would be much more higher in 

case if the government stayed aside. However, it is not the case of Ukraine. 

Since Ukrainian economy is unstable, it cannot develop without governmental 

interventions. When some unstable situations happen, policy makers can help by 

their “steady hand” and not by unsetting markets further, as they actually made 

during wheat crisis in 2003. In fact, this was not the only situation when 

government’s intervention had negative impact on total welfare. And the most 

recent example of similar situation is grain quota introduction in October of 

2006. 

Grain quota introduction attracted a lot of attention, and some time ago became 

a hot issue in the Ukrainian press. In general, this governmental measure was 

evaluated negatively, and the most complete evaluation of it was given in the joint 

research of the World Bank and IER (2006). However, this research has not 

presented any empirical calculations concerning the Ukrainian problem of grain 

quotas implementation. Therefore, the novelty of our paper is that we give an 

empirical evaluation of export quotas’ implementation for the wheat market. 
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What is more, taking into account the conclusion of the World Bank’s and IER’s 

paper that there are alternative measures which may serve better welfare effects 

for Ukrainian market for wheat, we make an empirical evaluation of such 

alternative measure as export tax.  

Our empirical evaluation was made with the help of usage of  econometric 

methods for the estimation of equations of domestic demand and supply, and 

import demand and export supply to further calculate producers’ and consumers’ 

surpluses, government revenue (if any) and deadweight losses. 

The results show: 

i) the elasticity of domestic demand is -0.24 that means that a 1% increase in the 

domestic price for wheat will lead on average to just 0.24% decrease in its 

domestic consumption, holding all other variables constant; which confirms 

theoretical fact about non-elastic demand for wheat; 

ii) the elasticity of domestic supply is 0.20 that means that a 1% increase in the 

domestic price for wheat will lead on average to just 0.20% increase in its 

domestic production, holding all other variables constant; which confirms 

theoretical fact about impossibility of growth of Ukrainian gross harvest of wheat;  

iii) the elasticity of import demand is -0.23 that means that a 1% increase in the 

foreign price for wheat will lead on average to just 0.23% decrease in its import 

demand, holding all other variables constant; which serves as a justification of the 

fact that Ukraine is a small country on the world wheat market, and it cannot 

influence foreign wheat price. 

iv) in the long-run the welfare effects of imaginary export taxes on the level of 

5%, 10%, 15% and 20% are much more better than of export quota. In 
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particular, in case with export quota we have total welfare loss on the level of 

7.9939, while in case with export taxes it lies in the interval of [0.0871; 0.59645] 

depending on the tax rate. Also separate welfare effects for producers, consumers 

and government are better with export taxes that with export quotas, i.e.:  

a) the loss for producers in the long-run is 121.6033 for the case with 

wheat export quota, and from 15.1802 till 38.9106 with an export tax 

scenario; 

b) the win for consumers is 113.6094 for the case with wheat export quota, 

and from 12.1858 till 31.5584 with an export tax scenario. But it is 

necessary to mention that consumers gained much less from the grain 

quota introduction than it is predicted by the theory, because with 

remaining constant wheat prices, prices for flour and bread have increased 

since quota’s implementation (World Bank and IER, 2006); 

c) the win for the government lies in the interval [2.9073; 6.7558] 

depending on tax rate level for the scenario with possible export taxes, and 

makes 0 for the export quotas scenario in the long run; 

d) also there are deadweight losses for each scenario, and they differ a lot 

for each of the cases, i.e. they are in the interval of [0.1009; 0.6323] for 

imaginary export taxes, and make 8.1228 for the case with existing export 

quotas for wheat. 

Therefore, our empirical estimation proved the conclusion of the paper of World 

Bank and IER (2006) that an alternative measure, such as export taxation, could 

bring less welfare losses than existing export quota for wheat in the long run, that 

is why, it is necessary for the Ukrainian government to revise its policy 

concerning the protection of the supply on domestic market for wheat, which 
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was the main justification of introduction of export quota for the Ukrainian grain 

in October of 2006. 
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APPENDIX 1 

1. STATA Estimation of Domestic Demand Equation for wheat 
. use "D:\IER\intern_demand.dta", clear 

.  reg d.lnDw d.lnEXWw d.lnFOBw 

      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     104 

-------------+------------------------------           F(  2,   101) =    1.27 

       Model |  .039379501     2  .019689751           Prob > F      =  0.2866 

    Residual |  1.57194341   101  .015563796           R-squared     =  0.0244 

-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.0051 

       Total |  1.61132291   103  .015643912           Root MSE      =  .12475 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

      D.lnDw |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

      lnEXWw | 

         D1. |  -.1802926   .1133843    -1.59   0.115    -.4052165    .0446313 

      lnFOBw | 

         D1. |    .123614   .2779341     0.44   0.657    -.4277326    .6749605 

       _cons |  -.0017793   .0124368    -0.14   0.887    -.0264505     .022892 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

. arima lnDw lnEXWw lnFOBw, arima(1,1,0) 

(setting optimization to BHHH) 

Iteration 0:   log likelihood =   70.75061   

Iteration 1:   log likelihood =  70.785675   

Iteration 2:   log likelihood =  70.797916   

Iteration 3:   log likelihood =   70.80653   

Iteration 4:   log likelihood =  70.835206   

(switching optimization to BFGS) 

Iteration 5:   log likelihood =   70.83723   

Iteration 6:   log likelihood =  70.848809   

Iteration 7:   log likelihood =  70.851202   

Iteration 8:   log likelihood =  70.853428   

Iteration 9:   log likelihood =  70.855492   

Iteration 10:  log likelihood =  70.855866   

Iteration 11:  log likelihood =  70.856998   

Iteration 12:  log likelihood =  70.857028   

Iteration 13:  log likelihood =  70.857028   

ARIMA regression 

Sample:  2 to 105                               Number of obs      =       104 

                                                Wald chi2(3)       =      6.39 

Log likelihood =  70.85703                      Prob > chi2        =    0.0940 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

             |                 OPG 

      D.lnDw |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

lnDw         | 

      lnEXWw | 

         D1. |  -.2372256   .0956177    -2.48   0.013    -.4246328   -.0498183 

      lnFOBw | 

         D1. |   .1574566   .7675921     0.21   0.837    -1.346996     1.66191 

       _cons |  -.0016517   .0141997    -0.12   0.907    -.0294825    .0261792 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

ARMA         | 

          ar | 

         L1. |  -.1037597   .2166149    -0.48   0.632     -.528317    .3207977 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

      /sigma |   .1224187    .003435    35.64   0.000     .1156863    .1291511 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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2. STATA Estimation of Domestic Supply Equation for Wheat 
. use "H:\thesis\estimation results\supply reg.dta", clear 

. xtreg  ln_sup_wheat ln_area_wheat ln_price_wheat, fe 

 

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =       200 

Group variable (i): obl_i                       Number of groups   =        25 

 

R-sq:  within  = 0.9287                         Obs per group: min =         8 

       between = 0.9723                                        avg =       8.0 

       overall = 0.8951                                        max =         8 

 

                                                F(2,173)           =   1126.94 

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.8044                        Prob > F           =    0.0000 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

ln_sup_wheat |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

ln_area_wh~t |   1.615927   .0349904    46.18   0.000     1.546864     1.68499 

ln_price_w~t |   .1961115   .0330031     5.94   0.000      .130971     .261252 

       _cons |   -3.45464   .2483644   -13.91   0.000    -3.944855   -2.964426 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

     sigma_u |  .42190863 

     sigma_e |  .20459759 

         rho |  .80961144   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

F test that all u_i=0:     F(24, 173) =    11.26             Prob > F = 0.0000 
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3. STATA Estimation of Import Demand Equation for Wheat 
. reg  d.ln_expw d.lnFOBw d.lnFOBc d.lnFOBb l.d.lnFOBw l.d.lnFOBc l.d.lnFOBb  

l.d.ln_expw 

 

      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      88 

-------------+------------------------------           F(  7,    80) =    1.60 

       Model |  12.1744872     7  1.73921245           Prob > F      =  0.1482 

    Residual |  87.0995984    80  1.08874498           R-squared     =  0.1226 

-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.0459 

       Total |  99.2740856    87  1.14108144           Root MSE      =  1.0434 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

   D.ln_expw |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

      lnFOBw | 

         D1. |  -.2295239   2.487542    -0.09   0.927     -5.17989    4.720842 

      lnFOBc | 

         D1. |  -1.699023    1.84371    -0.92   0.360    -5.368123    1.970076 

      lnFOBb | 

         D1. |   3.005809   1.712172     1.76   0.083     -.401522    6.413139 

      lnFOBw | 

         LD. |  -3.410196   2.519969    -1.35   0.180    -8.425095    1.604703 

      lnFOBc | 

         LD. |   .1549954   1.891303     0.08   0.935    -3.608817    3.918808 

      lnFOBb | 

         LD. |  -3.186543   1.644395    -1.94   0.056    -6.458994    .0859087 

     ln_expw | 

         LD. |   .1078283    .106741     1.01   0.315    -.1045931    .3202497 

       _cons |    .024821   .1174552     0.21   0.833    -.2089223    .2585643 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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